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Impact of IoT Enabled Service Solutions in the 
Downstream Automotive Supply Chain 

 

 

Abstract 

The automotive industry has been an integral element of global economy for 

many decades and has withstood economic downturns by being able to shift 

their processes along with market needs. With the addition of new innovations in 

the field of ICT, the automotive industry has addressed the need to restructure to 

stay afront of customers‘ expectation. Internet of Things and Big Data have 

advanced to where connected solutions are possible to provide value 

opportunities in many industries including automotives with the entrance of 

connected vehicles. 

 

This thesis aims to investigate the extent that connected services could be 

applied to the downstream automotive supply chain as a viable long-term 

business solution. A door-to-door perspective was applied in order to identify 

the challenges and opportunities towards different stakeholders within this 

supply chain. Qualitative interviews were conducted with leading OEMs, 

Logistics Providers, NSC, and car dealers as well as quantitative analysis 

performed on car buying customers to gauge their opinions of connected 

vehicles and services. 

 

There are many opportunities for a viable connected service solution to offer 

additional value to each stakeholder including efficient supply chain management 

due to increased visibility, improved lead times, and operational effectiveness. 

However, with the complexity and variations in the supply chain it cannot be 

applied rapidly and requires all actors to agree to participation in a network that 

supports the IT infrastructures and fortifies information flow. 
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Inverkan av Sakernas Internet Servicelösningar i 
Bilbranschens Distributionskedja 

 
 

Sammanfattning 

Bilindustrin har varit en grundsten i den globala ekonomin under flera decennier 

och har klarat låg konjukturer genom att marknadsanpassa sina rutiner. Tack vare 

ett tillskott av innovationer inom IKT-området har bilindustrin klarat av sina 

omstruktureringsbehov och mött kunders förväntningar. Sakernas internet och 

Big data har idag mognat till den grad att smarta lösningar föder nya 

affärsmöjligheter inom bilindustrin med exempelvis introduktionen av smarta 

fordon. 

 

Den här avhandlingen syftar till att undersöka i vilken utsträckning som smarta 

tjänster skulle kunna tillämpas på bilbranschens distributionskedja som en 

långsiktig affärslösning. Ett dörr-till-dörr perspektiv tillämpades för att identifiera 

utmaningar och möjligheter för olika parter inom distributionskedjan. Kvalitativa 

intervjuer genomfördes med ledande OEM-tillverkare, logistikföretag, NSC, och 

bilhandlare. Kvantitativ analys genomfördes med konsumenter för att skatta 

deras attityder till smarta fordon och tjänster. 

 

Det finns många möjligheter för en smart servicelösning att erbjuda mervärde till 

intressenterna, såsom en effektiviserad varuförsörjning på grund av ökad 

synlighet, förbättrade ledtider och operativ effektivitet Fast givet en 

distributionskedjas komplexitet och variation kan en lösning inte verkställas utan 

förutsättningen att samtliga aktörer bildar ett gemensamt nätverk med stöd för 

de enskilda parternas egna IT-infrastrukturer och informationsflöden..  
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Project Introduction & background 

This chapter will provide an overview of aspects covered within the project. Working along with a 

team from Ericsson, an area of interest was presented to examine the downstream supply chain of 

automobiles from an end-to-end perspective focusing on how the Internet of Things services would 

add value to all the stakeholders. A general overview of IoT and the current automotive industry will 

be provided below that leads to the research question and the delimitations of the project.  

 

Introducing Internet of things 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an increasingly debated topic as there seems to be an insurmountable 

potential for the technology and logic behind it to improve our everyday lives as well as a way to 

sustain it in a world with fears of overpopulation and limited resources. IoT is adding the capability 

to connect and communicate through a network for everyday objects where data can be received 

back and forth. In theory, a chair could be implemented with a communicative device and transmit 

data back to the manufacturer about the current status of the chair, location, temperature, etc. 

 

The term "Internet of Things" was coined by Kevin Ashton, founder of the MIT Auto-ID Lab, 

during a 1999 presentation for Procter & Gamble about the introduction of RFID into the supply 

chain and what benefits the internet could bring to this new entrant (Vermeasan, 2010). This 

conversation has still been occurring since then as technological advances continue and the 

realization of its possibilities expand and have reached a point where global welfare may be 

supported by IoT, its infrastructure, and services created from this notion (Weber, 2010). The 

European Union is one such body that has initiated research programs into the field of IoT, such as 

SENSEI (2007), to find a means to employ ubiquitous and automatic communications between 

common objects and a networked society (Lopez et al, 2012). 

 

The Automotive Industry 

For many years the automotive industry has been one of the key players in the global market, 

strongly affecting numerous economic and social aspects of the modern world (A.T. Kearney, 2013). 

Since its initial conception, the industry has been reshaped and transformed many times over, 

following the high globalization and numerous disruptive technologies that have occurred through 
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time. However, the industry is due to face another new chapter in its modern history. As McKinsey 

& Co. present in their report (2013), the global automotive industry is about to enter a new era where 

extensive and transformative changes will be necessary. Car sales have been drastically shifted while 

more strict environmental regulations and disruptive technologies are at the forefront. If current car 

manufacturers want to keep their market shares and also set high enough barriers against new 

entrants, they will definitely have to adapt new holistic strategic decisions during the next 10 years. 

  

Within the past few years, car manufacturers have managed to overcome the economic crisis that 

had severely afflicted them since 2008 with indicative profits of €54 billion for 2012, where they 

previously reached €41 billion for 2007. These numbers were estimated to rise even more due to 

increased car demand in developing countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China - BRIC), aiming to 

reach €79 billion by 2020 (McKinsey, 2013). However, in order to retain its competitive edge, the 

industry should take into consideration and leverage upon new challenges and opportunities by 

introducing improved collaborative strategies allowing for different pricing scenarios. With this, an 

additional €2 billion in total profits could be reached by 2020. Such challenges and opportunities 

include the overcapacity that is currently plaguing European automotive market, breakthroughs in 

technological innovations and digital demands, diverging markets, increased complexity and cost 

pressure, and the radically shifting industry landscape.  

 

Automotive Supply Chain 

According to Fisher (1997), supply chains must be engineered to best serve the respective customers‘ 

needs, while the only way to secure their market share and long term survival is by delivering 

advanced value to end customers and satisfying their future demands (Towill et al., 2002; Cox, 1999). 

Up until today, the automotive supply chain has served this purpose successfully (figure 1), but now 

customers‘ requirements and expectations are shifting and expanding vigorously. As entering the new 

―networked‖ era, the first signs mapping the direction of future customer demands are already 

obvious. Increasingly, consumers embrace and adopt new solutions into their daily routines that are 

based on connectivity. Internet access is being deemed as a basic need.  

 

Figure 1: Automotive Supply Chain 
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It is therefore a necessity for the automotive supply chain to fine tune its current structures to 

protect the industry‘s health and growth. Leveraging ‗big data‘ to work for them could be a way 

towards long run evolution as the latter constitutes a great predictive tool. However, the first step 

should be to reshape, if not eliminate, the former verticals along the supply chain. This would offer 

the precise sphere for more cross industry and third party collaborations and innovations, leading to 

entirely new opportunities and thus new profit sources and higher margins after speeding up the 

supply chain communication (Cox, 1999). Of course, along with the new opportunities, new 

challenges will arise. All of these will be thoroughly analyzed further in this report.        

  

1.2 Purpose and Research Questions 

During this thesis project a door-to-door perspective will be followed. The aim is to investigate the 

key opportunities and challenges tailored to each stakeholder within the downstream automotive 

chain in relation to connected service solutions. The result of this project will be to offer an answer if 

connected service solutions can be viable in the automotive chain as well as pinpoint a path for the 

current key players involved to enhance their core competences. 

 

There are wide debates surrounding the Internet of Things and increased connectivity, and how 

these technological innovations could affect the current automotive supply chain. There is great 

possibility that embracing technology and services geared towards the automotive industry could 

increase its sustainability. However, there is also a possibility that the entrance of IoT services could 

be considered a disruptive innovation and completely change the foundation of the market.  

 

The research question as presented below and reflect the purpose of the project and has been 

addressed so as to produce the most beneficial result.  

 

 

‘Impact of IoT enabled service solutions in the downstream automotive supply 

chain’. 

 Identifying the opportunities and challenges related to each stakeholder. 

 Identifying long-term viability in the automotive supply chain. 
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1.3 Delimitations 

While this report will cover issues within the supply chain of automobiles, it will not investigate any 

aspects concerning the pre-manufactured suppliers and their efforts in transporting goods to the 

manufacturers. The same applies to reverse logistics where the used cars are transported either to 

different dealers or back to OEMs to make use of scrap material. In addition, as the automotive 

industry is indeed on the verge of radical transition for numerous reasons such as political, social, 

and environmental, this thesis will strictly address and leverage upon the technological ones. 

 

1.4 Definitions 

This section serves as a clarification of the terminology applied throughout this report.  

 Supply chain Management (SCM): All the necessary activities for a successful supply chain.  ―The 

design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring of supply chain activities with the objective of 

creating net value, building a competitive infrastructure, leveraging worldwide logistics, 

synchronizing supply with demand, and measuring performance globally‖, (APICS, 2014). 

 Business Model (BM): Is part of an organization‘s strategic planning and maps the ways it creates, 

delivers and captures value. 

 Internet of Things (IoT): A new state of things where every object has network connectivity and 

can exchange data with each other or with the network. 

 Big Data: The term accounts for the enormous amount of generated data and the effort to 

transform them into an analyzable form. 

 Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM): It refers to the organization that originally 

manufactures a product. In the automotive industry it reflects the Industry‘s brand name 

manufacturers. 

 National Sales Company (NSC): It constitutes an OEM‘s local store in a respective market and it 

is the connection between dealers and car manufacturers. 

 Build to Stock (BTS):  A mass production of a generic model of a car with only slight variants in 

features which have no specific client in mind. 

 Build to Order (BTO): Customers are able to customize the car features in advance. The car‘s 

order takes place first while the production process follows. 

 Data Management Framework (DMF): A standardized framework entailing all the disciplines 

towards an efficient and effective management of the produced information. 
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2. Theoretical Background  

Theory is an important function in the foundation of the research conducted. This chapter will cover 

theoretical findings related to and supporting the efforts of this report. 

 

2.1 Internet of things 

Research conducted over many decades has reshaped and invigorated the information and 

communications technology (IT, ICT) industry leading many people to automatically anticipate the 

connection of their devices;  any time, any place, and with efficient speeds.  As with many IT 

companies, they have already started to chart not only the future capacity of the internet and network 

speeds, but also the number of devices connected to this infrastructure (Mazhelis et al, 2013). An 

example of the growth foreshadowing by the IT sector is Ericsson's goal of hitting 50 billion 

connected devices by 2020 (Ericsson, 2012). Ericsson is a leading player within the ICT industry, but 

they are not alone in their vision with many others such as IBM, GE, and Intel also bracing for 

increases in connected devices and a world enabled by it. There is a grounded reality to this number 

as The Broadband Commission has predicted the number of connected devices will outnumber 

connected people by six to one by this time (Biggs, 2012). To put this in even greater perspective, in 

2011 the world saw around 15 billion connected devices (Figure 2) with steady plans to greatly 

expand in size over the coming years (ITU, 2011). To most average consumers, the beneficial aspects 

of IoT and connected devices are centered around convenience and entertainment. However, many 

of the underlying purposes will serve for higher functionality as tools to improve and enrich daily life 

by channeling data that can be obtained from any object and its surrounding, analyze it, and use it to 

improve efficiency (Biggs, 2012). 

 

Figure 2: Talking Things & Talking People, ITU, 2011 
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IoT in terms of influencing business could yield a number of opportunities for various types of 

organizations that include IoT applications, services, and platform providers (Hatton, 2012). 

However, in order for the vision and full scale of IoT implementation and services to be realized, it 

will take heavy efforts in international collaboration and horizontal integration among stakeholders. 

Historic business practices and management ideals will need to be broken down in order for 

collaborations to progress. The beauty of IoT technology is that it crosses borders, however, for full 

implementation a base standard needs to be established globally and the big data surrounding 

connected objects needs to have a protocol that allows for fair or shared access to various parties 

(Lopez et al, 2012). 

 

2.2 Big Data 

The output of Big Data is one consequence of numerous connected devices and while it may be seen 

as an overabundance of storage noise, organizations are starting to take note of the value that could 

be leveraged from it. Big data is a term that has changed definitions over the years but currently is 

being connected to IoT. O‘Leary‘s definition is quite accurate to how big data is seen. He stated that 

‗Big Data‘ is ―a term that has evolved to account for the rapidly expanding amounts of digital 

information that are being generated, the efforts to make that information analyzable and the actual 

use of that data as a means to improve productivity, generate and facilitate innovation, and improve 

decision making (2013).‖ A Harvard Business Review article commented that enterprises who are 

taking advantage of big data analytics are seeing 5% to 6% increases in not only productivity but 

profitability as well. This included an example of a shipping firm who managed to improve their time 

performance by taking advantage of data previously unused but already available to them from the 

ports and weather services (Barton, 2012). 

 

IoT and Big Data can be seen as either a way for new entrants to infiltrate a withstanding market, or 

it could also mean a drastic change in the market for incumbents who could see this as a disruptive 

technology. Disruptive technology is a new entrant into a market that eventually displaces the former 

dominant technology or innovation (Christensen, 2013). If current trends of increasing network 

capacity along with the use of IoT devices and services surge, there may be a widespread need for 

many industries to reevaluate their current business models and examine involving IoT into their 

corporation to sustain a competitive advantage. The benefits businesses could reap from IoT range 
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from improving life-cycle management as well as facilitating better collaborations between 

organizations ranging from manufacturing, to banking, and of course logistics (BCG, 2012). 

 

2.3 Networked Society  

As mentioned before, for the Internet of Things to really take off and be a cross-industry game 

changer, it has to be a ubiquitous solution. Adjusting to the automotive supply chain is only a small 

portion of this, but an important one nonetheless as mentioned in the automotive section. Other 

aspects that will need to be addressed in the near future are turning these connectivity solutions into 

a connected society. The three base aspects of a connected, or Networked Society (Ericsson, 2012), 

are people, societies and businesses (figure 3). Each segment has different drivers and requirements 

that rely on a shared technology base; a ubiquitous cloud computing network and smart devices. The 

drivers behind the business segment are those of productivity, cost efficiency, regulation, and assets. 

These drivers are very much present when analyzing how to implement connected services into the 

automotive logistics chain (Varjonen, 2013). For the remaining aspects of a connected society, part 

of it is the need to sustain quality of life as the world‘s populations grow and resources will be 

stretched thin. IoT will also be used to reduce the harsh degradation of our environment as to satisfy 

the quality of life. By taking advantage of ICT and IoT, predictions for the reduction of Greenhouse 

gas (GHG) could be increased to 16.5%. However, to achieve this number smarter cities, smarter 

cars and transport, as well as smart buildings will be needed to reach the extent of this (BCG, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 3: Base aspects of Networked Society, Ericsson, 2012. 

 

 

Businesses 

Societies 

People 
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2.4 Connected Cars 

Previously, network connectivity has mostly been reserved for stationary or mobile devices such as 

cellphones, laptops, and tablets. However, there is historically no device more mobile than the 

automobile. Quoting Ford Motors CTO, Paul Mascarenas, the car is the ―ultimate mobile device‖ 

and providing connectivity to vehicles will be just as expected by consumers as having WiFi available 

in a coffee shop (2013). With the average time spent commuting in a car around 42 hours for 2012 in 

the top ten worst traffic cities in the US, and equally met within the European Union where transit 

time could be as high as 59 hours in Belgium (INRIX, 2014), consumers are quick to adopt any 

technology or service that would reduce the transit time or at least make it more bearable.  

 

Many car manufacturers (OEMs) have already passed the conception and development phases on 

advanced connected vehicle models. These vehicles are factory-fitted with mobile connectivity 

technology and provide a multitude of solutions for the demands on safety, traffic and navigation 

services, as well as infotainment such as streaming music (GSMA, 2013). A more detailed description 

of connected vehicles and their services will be provided in the connected car cases section below. 

 

With any new product or service innovation, there comes a risk for failure. The rate of innovation 

failure is astonishingly high with occurrences between 40% to 90% (Leenders & Voermans, 2007). 

With the increasing pace that new technology has been released in the past few years, consumers are 

more apt to quickly assimilate and trust new technology than before. The younger generations are 

easily influenced on new innovations as they are digital natives and expect technology and 

connectivity to keep pace with them. 

 

While having a connected service on a vehicle is certainly not a new feature, the extent of the 

connectivity is. The car will be its own source of internet, paired with a telecom provider for this 

service. Former connected services relied upon the consumer‘s personal mobile phone network to 

have access to features. This type of innovation to the automotive industry actually met with great 

success as Ford released and sold over one million vehicles with their first generation Sync connected 

service whose features are minimal in comparison to what is being offered today (Pope, 2009). The 

Ford vehicles with Sync also sold twice as fast as non-connected vehicles leaving a good impression 

for car manufacturers that consumers would be receptive to further innovation (Hiraoka, 2009). 

Wyman has also pointed out that selling a car is not just about selling a mode of transportation, but 
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selling options. Connected services add an endless amount of options for consumers, especially 

when OEMs are open to third party application providers such as Spotify and Pandora. 

 

Connected services are also being eyed heavily from government agencies as a way to increase traffic 

safety and one day bring the occurrence of vehicular and pedestrian accidents to nil. Emergency call, 

or E-call, is one type of connected service that has been existing in the automotive industry for years. 

It is designed to make an automatic voice connection if the car has been in an accident or disabled in 

some way. The European Union has mandatory legislation that mandates all cars need to have this 

feature by 2015 (Directive 2007/46/EC). Stateside, General Motors was ensuring their passengers 

safety with the OnStar system, very similar to E-call except also with a concierge feature, to five 

million customers in 2007 (General Motors, 2007). 

 

 

2.5 Connected Car Cases 

To give greater definition and understanding of connected vehicles, a brief description of those 

currently on the market or entering the market will be presented showing the range of features 

available to consumers as well as features that are being perceived for future use. All information 

below has been acquired directly from car manufacturers‘ websites, specifically information pages on 

their connected car models and what features are provided. Each website will be included in the 

references and they include General Motors OnStar, Volvo Sensus Connect, BMW ConnectedDrive, 

Ford Sync, Toyota Entune, and Tesla, as the main examples of connected vehicles and their range. 

 

Connection 

Using a SIM card and card reader within the car, the car can be connected to a network much like a 

mobile phone. Previous paths to add a connected network to a car was through Bluetooth and usage 

was based on the owner's mobile phone data plan. A USB port is also available to either connect 

devices such as an iPhone, tablet, or to make software updates (ex. BMW ConnectedDrive). With the 

SIM card and network subscription in place, both drivers and passengers can gain full access to all 

connected features that can include audio streaming to browsing the internet and checking email. For 

many car models this also can serve as a Wi-Fi hotspot to connect other devices. 
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Features 

Many of the features of connected services are usually in the form of apps supplied by either the car 

manufacturer or third-parties, similar again to a smartphone. Consumers can use these connected 

services to browse the internet with the same capabilities of their computers or phone with many 

supporting Java and HTML5. Navigation is another standard feature but the complexity varies 

between models. Some provide their own navigational apps, others use Google Maps or other third 

party tools. Along with navigation, traffic updates are also a popular addition and sometimes these 

tools work in tandem. For less distractions while driving, many of these services sync up with various 

smartphone models so that drivers aren't tempted to look at their phone while driving and through 

voice controls can make calls and even text saved contacts as well as other functions. Besides the 

typical radio options, music streaming services are available as well and depend on third-party 

partnerships. They can range from Spotify, Deezer, Pandora, etc. It is also possible to directly 

connect another device such as an iPod into the USB port.     

 

Mobile accessibility to the vehicle is also provided for many of these connected services. These are 

supplied through a mobile phone app and allow the owner to control certain aspects of the car from 

afar. These features include remote start, temperature control, and vehicle status. 

 

Safety 

Safety is a main concern of drivers as well as government. The connected services are meant to be 

intuitive and no more of a distraction than a normal car's dashboard. Features that may be deemed a 

distraction are disabled while the car is in transit. Another important safety feature is emergency call 

services, such as eCall as previously mentioned,, that can call for assistance when help is needed. 

 

Now and beyond 

While this was only a brief overview of features available to connected cars currently, there is a vision 

of what these connected services can grow into. Toll and parking payments will be facilitated 

through the car cutting down on inconvenience. Internal diagnostics of car status and performance 

will lead to automatically booked maintenance appointments and preventative care. There are an 

endless amount of opportunities available for this technology and services. 
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2.6 The Automotive Industry 

2.6.1 Importance 

During the 1890s, a number of innovative manufacturers envisioned a different and more efficient 

world when they pioneered the horseless carriage. It was those who set the groundwork for the 

advent and domination of automated transportation. Thenceforward, the automotive industry has 

evolved and thrived constituting a vital and integral element of the global economy (Townsend et al., 

2014). Its significance lays on the fact that its value chain includes a wide range of stakeholders, 

operating in numerous business areas. Those, apart from the core automotive industry i.e. the 

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), include both upstream and downstream businesses as 

well as various adjacent industries like car insurance and after-market maintenance (figure 4).  This 

broad area of operations, leads to an exponential increase of the produced growth, with an indicative 

3% share of the global GDP output. It is worth mentioning that every job in the core automotive 

industry corresponds to more than four additional jobs in either upstream or downstream businesses 

(A.T. Kearney, 2013). 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Industries fostered by automotive industry, A.T. Kearney analysis, 2013. 

 

 

But as A.T. Kearney presents in their white paper (2013), in order to fully understand the importance 

of this field, one should not consider the automotive industry strictly as an economic contributor. It 

holds a key role in the global socio-economic development with activities that create value for 

respective governments and environments, and opportunities for human development and research 

and development (R&D) innovation (figure 5). Maintaining this industry‘s long term health and 

prosperity is of fundamental importance to global growth and stability. 
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Figure 5: Fields developed through the automotive industry, A.T. Kearney analysis, 2013 

 

 

2.6.2 Downstream Supply Chain 

As previously stated, the automotive industry‘s supply chain is a multifaceted one, with many 

stakeholders occupying equally important roles. But what exactly is a supply chain and what are the 

purposes it should serve? A relatively general yet understandable definition is provided by Cox 

(1997), ―a way of thinking that is devoted to discovering tools and techniques that provide for 

increased operational effectiveness and efficiency throughout the delivery channels that must be 

created internally and externally to support and supply existing corporate product and service 

offerings to customers.‖ 

 

The fundamentals of the automotive supply chain along with the exact activities related to each 

stakeholder have been analyzed by Womack et al. in 1990, where the authors pointed out the 

importance of applicable lean production services and management within the industry. Since then, 

the field has continued attracting numerous scholars‘ attention, though the major percentage of the 

aspects addressed are garnered towards the upstream logistics chain. However, the automotive 

industry still remains a sensitive topic and thus the thorough research continues. 

 

Scholars are in agreement that despite the existence of plenty enablers, such as electronic data 

interchange (EDI), flexible manufacturing, automated warehousing, and quick logistics, the 

automotive supply chain is nowhere near its optimum efficiency (Fisher, 1997; Lee & Whang, 2000; 

Towil et al., 2002) and thus re-engineering processes should be initiated. A concrete indicative of this 

is the high amount of end inventory, finished cars, that reaches the dealers and the market but then 

face a hard time being absorbed by end consumers.  
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According to Childerhouse et al. (2003), there are certain ―pains‖ that are plaguing the chain and 

have only added to a negative situation. Supply chain management (SCM), the efficient collaboration 

among the chain‘s participants, is a catalyst towards lower total costs and improved general 

performance (Stank et al., 2001). Within the automotive supply chain there is strong linkage among 

the different players, OEMs, logistics, warehousing, dealers, and other parties, but holistic thinking 

has not yet arisen. This stems from the existing distrustful relationships based on cost reduction and 

not added value (Childrenhouse, 2003). Hence, it is vital for healthy collaborations and alliances or 

information flow will be continually restricted which increases difficulties to diagnose and react to 

occurring inefficiencies (Gustin et al., 1995). As Popp underlines (2000), there is always a wide pool 

of produced data, but the real challenge is in decoding the information to create value. All 

stakeholders need to open up to exchange data as well as share experiences. The industry‘s function 

will continue to be determined by how each individual member engage with others within the chain 

and the strength of the information flow.  

 

Poor information flow not only affects the chain internally, meaning the relationships between the 

stakeholders, but also externally. In this case, the communication channel between the core industry, 

OEMs and the end consumers, is suffering. The latter are the means of the industry, and a 

straightforward connection with them could reveal their shifting expectations and future needs. 

Meeting those expectations successfully would be the key for an industry to establish and maintain its 

long term market share and success (Fisher, 1997; Towill et al., 2002; Cox, 1999). 

 

Be that as it may, the industry as it is today is failing to safeguard this. The OEMs after releasing the 

final product downstream towards the end customer maintain only relative tracking of the car while 

still within the chain. Once the product has been handed over to the dealer, the OEMs lose 

connection to the car and thereby the end customer. This grants a significant role to the dealers who 

are the ones retaining a relationship with the end consumer that lasts for the lifetime of the product 

and possibly beyond. Therefore, the information concerning customer demands or problems is 

exponentially delayed when it reaches the manufacturers. This delay can affect the manufacturing 

process thereby influencing the whole downstream chain through distribution, increasing each lead 

time throughout the chain.  Overall, OEMs are missing a chance to build more solid interpersonal 

relations with consumers, as well as missing significant after market information that could generate 

cost reductions, shorter lead times, and new value opportunities. 
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2.6.3 The New Era  

By means of its current form, the automotive industry has been transformed a superfluous amount 

of times to meet respective technological and consumers‘ expectations. It has always attempted to be 

on the forefront against disruptive technologies and it has successfully followed the three stages of 

growth; incubation, penetration and sustainability. Today, while idling in the sustainability stage, the 

automotive industry is considered a mature industry with main focus areas that include the 

enhancement of productivity, safety, and most importantly consumer experience and demand (A.T. 

Kearney, 2013). Nonetheless, driven by the key forces presented figure 6, a new transformative 

period has arrived once again. 

 

 

Figure 6: Axes of pressure and resulting trends, KPMG‘s Global Auto Executive Survey, 2013. 

  

 

With the exponential advent of the internet and technological innovations in conjunction with the 

acceptance by the general public, has led us into a new era; the Connected Society. All elements of 

the society can be connected digitally, paving the way to new innovative solutions and collaborations. 

Industries have identified new value potentials and are moving away from plain product selling 

towards service selling, along with transforming themselves from vertical supply chains to more 

holistic digital ecosystems (Forbes, 2013). The automotive industry has embraced this trend through 

certain initiatives, the most significant being car manufacturers introducing connected vehicles to 

proactively meet demands.  
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From Product to Services 

Until recently the industry was subsequent to a sterile product dominant logic where the core 

product, vehicles, was the focal point of their business models. Any offered services, like customized 

features and aftermarket maintenance, constituted simple add-ons towards enhancing vehicles‘ value. 

Considering these issues, the automobile industry has started following the general paradigm shift 

towards ―service transition logic‖ against the high global commoditization, declining growth and 

profitability (Salonen, 2011; Fang et al., 2008).  Manufacturers have realized that given the current 

state of the market, ubiquitous technological innovations, substantial value, and product 

competitiveness can be generated not only by technological excellence and product leadership, but 

also by integrating more customer centric solutions in their business models and manufacturing 

processes. Within this framework, the value propositions move away from product functionality and 

towards product effectiveness for end consumers and in order for this transition to be successful 

both industry‘s mentality and organizational structure and thus the supply chain has to be reshaped 

(Salonen, 2011). 

 

It is important to underline that industrial manufacturers are in no case abandoning their core 

products‘ which are the foundation of their business. As they move towards greater service integrity, 

their ultimate purpose is to complement their existing core competences and traditional services with 

more advanced ones, so as to better fulfill customers‘ needs and fully exploit the downstream 

opportunities (Burger & Cann, 1995).  

 

From Supply Chains to Supply Ecosystems 

One of the biggest flaws of the current downstream automotive chain is deficient linkage between its 

stakeholders. This causes inadequate information flow and thus dilutes important value 

opportunities. The advancing technological innovations, especially those affiliated with ubiquitous 

connectivity, will radically affect the downstream supply chain reshaping it to a more holistic form; a 

Supply Ecosystem (figure 7). Williamson et al. (2004) support that the better the inter-organizational 

information system is, the better the orchestration of all chain members‘ operations becomes. 

Adebanjo (2008), Ho et al. (2004) and Sharifi et al. (2004) add to this by highlighting that new 

technologies such as internet services, software and hardware innovations, and wireless application, 

can improve the transparency as well as facilitate supply chain‘s collaboration and overall efficiency. 

Among other benefits related to IT involvement, cost and error reductions, improved visibility, and 
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enhanced customer experience could be extracted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: From supply chains to supply ecosystems. 

 

In most cases, disruptive innovations such as connected solutions and connected vehicles will push 

down industry barriers and create additional territory in the supply chain for third parties to enter 

(Christensen, 2013). Within a supply ecosystem, new value propositions could be introduced that 

could be beneficial for the whole downstream supply chain. More specifically, as connected vehicles 

are ―cars that access, consume, create, enrich, direct, and share digital information between 

businesses, people, organizations, infrastructures, and things‖ (Koslowski, 2013). The current 

automotive business models will be challenged to adapt to a wider set of industries such as IT, 

media, finance, and so on. In other words, the automotive industry in parallel to the new era of smart 

mobility will have to expand its current sales and after-market maintenance related scope to include 

the total compass of business opportunities embodied to its new form.   

 

However, as supply chains are 80% people centric and only 20% technology centric (Andraski, 

1994), it is of vital importance to preserve all current stakeholders‘ trust and loyalty in order to 

succeed at a more holistic supply chain. They must clearly understand the power of the new 

technology and how this will take their services a step further. All applied tactics must be such as to 

reduce uncertainty while increasing trust to the new technological innovation. ―If the ‗players‘ have a 

‗sharing‘ culture, much can be achieved through IT‖, (Childerhouse 2003)). 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter explains the methods used for data gathering to aid in obtaining the research objectives. 

Both quantitative and qualitative methods, as well as an extended academic and industry research, 

were applied to reach the final results.  

3.1 Research purpose 

In order to more accurately prepare the recommendations in response to the research questions, it 

was necessary to first gain knowledge on the current status of the automotive supply chain from 

different stakeholders perspective. The automotive industry has a vast history and although it has 

altered and shifted throughout the years, each car manufacturer carries out their business differently 

than the next. With this in mind, it was essential to the success of the project to gain viewpoints and 

information from multiple companies. This would require a qualitative standpoint since practices and 

opinions about the market vary. This was the case for many of the stakeholders with the exception 

of the end consumers who were analyzed in a quantitative fashion from a survey with mainly closed 

ended questions.  

 

The diagram presented in figure 8 maps out how the research design was planned and conducted. 

 

Figure 8: Thesis Research Methodology  
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3.2 Research Design 

3.2.1 Literature review 

Various aspects of this report required an investigation into theoretical and academic literature on 

topics covered.  Despite there being a lack of literature directly applicable to a connected 

downstream supply chain, literature in adjacent subjects was able to supplement different aspects of 

the research questions. Therefore, the scope of academic and market research covered four main 

areas of interest. 

 

The first area of interest was based on the automotive industry to establish a firm foundation for the 

project. Many of publications on automobiles are in the form of white papers and market research 

from leading consulting firms. Overall, they provided a clear indication of the current situation of 

how the industry resides at this point in time as well as trends pertaining to the future. Connected to 

the investigation of the car industry was also that of logistics chains. Again, this area lacks research 

that is directly correlated to the topic of this report hence other aspects of this subject were reviewed. 

Literature on logistics as a whole was required to form a basic understanding of the practice which 

was then expanded to include literature specifically on the logistics of automobiles, maritime 

shipping, and the influence of RFID technology in logistics. 

 

The introduction of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) into the supply chain also relates to the 

introduction of IoT as a validated concept. There is a vast amount of literature on IoT from 

proposed functions and standards to improving technology. For its use in this report, the academic 

research for IoT as well as Big Data were narrowed to those that explored the benefits and 

challenges of these aspects and the impact of these on business opportunities and value addition. 

Since IoT and connected services are changing market structures, literature on disruptive 

technologies and industries were also evaluated.   

 

The final area of academic research was conducted on the segment of business model, value 

propositions and constellations in direct relation to the research questions at hand. As a large part of 

background of this project deals with the transition from product to services, this was an underlying 

theme in much of the literature review. This area of interest will be most relevant as the results and 

recommendations are presented.          
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3.2.2 Quantitative research 

As mentioned above, this paper applies a horizontal door-to-door standpoint during which each 

stakeholder along the downstream automotive chain is closely investigated. In order to gain an 

overview of end consumers‘ beliefs about cars a survey in the format of a questionnaire was 

conducted. This was built upon mainly closed-ended questions and stretched across the ages 18 to 

50+. This age span was divided into four different age groups that correspond to the different stages 

of life an average consumer goes through; Student (18-25), Young worker (26-35), Career peaker (36-

50), Established (50+). The total amount of responses collected was 201 and the channels used for 

spreading the survey out included social media platforms, word of mouth, KTH and Ericsson 

internal e-mails of students and employees respectively. 

 

This questionnaire was created with the purpose of establishing a more clear understanding of 

consumers‘ opinions towards purchasing and owning a connected vehicle within the current 

networked society. The questions asked were general, aiming to map the overall forces behind the 

purchase of a vehicle, involving the form of purchase and the main car aspects considered. Later on, 

the questions shifted towards connected vehicles and the focus was on identifying respective 

customers‘ thoughts and concerns that could be crucial to the new shape of the automotive industry. 

   

 

3.2.3 Qualitative research 

The most radical element of this dissertation that contributed the most to the quality and credibility 

of the final suggestions is its qualitative research. The underlying purpose was to tap into the 

automotive industry‘s mind to grasp its current state within the downstream supply chain along with 

any stirring malfunctions. More specifically, to reveal the exact criteria and conditions under which 

stakeholders join forces, as well as their opinions and plans towards connected cars and connected 

solutions. In short, how prepared the chain and its members are to adopt new services that could 

exploit the maximum opportunities following a new, innovative, and most likely disruptive, entrant. 

 

Representatives from each major segment of the automotive supply chain were contacted and 

interviewed according to a number of semi-structured questions. In their majority, the interviews 

were conducted under a face-to-face discussion format. However, in the cases where time 
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inconveniences or distance barriers occurred, digital communication tools like emails and Skype were 

applied. In total, six interviews took place and the companies participating include car manufacturers 

(OEMs), automotive logistics providers, dealers, NSCs, and third parties. 

 

The questions asked were tailored to each industry segment and touched upon numerous aspects 

such as the logistics services, current and future plans associated with connected solutions, relative 

future value propositions, and openness towards stakeholders and third parties. All of those 

interviewed were informed of the questions in advance and were free to leave any sensitive questions 

unanswered. 

 

In order to increase their openness and willingness to share important information, each company is 

left anonymous and will be referred to as company A, B, and so forth. Nevertheless, all participants 

are established companies within the automotive sector with substantial operations and value 

streams.  

 

 

3.2.4 Cases analysis  

Certain cases were selected to aid in creating a better picture of what opportunities were present in 

the automotive logistics chain for a connected service to be implemented and also on the effects 

connected vehicles have made on the market.   

 

Since Ericsson was involved with this project, two different cases based on their service enablement 

platform were examined (Ericsson, 2014). The first being their partnership with the global shipping 

company, Maersk, and installing Ericsson base stations onto their ships to improve connectivity and 

visibility of their fleets while in route in the hopes to not only track but increase efficiency of their 

vessels. The second case concerning Ericsson is their partnership with Volvo who is behind Volvo's 

new cloud-based Sensus Connect (Ericsson, 2014). A base understanding of these cases was needed 

to grasp the scope of applying connected services to the logistics chain.   

 

Examining more on the line of logistics, a car case from a leading automotive logistics provider, 

labeled as Logistics Provider A for privacy, and one of their OEM clients was reviewed. Although this 
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case was meant to showcase the services they provide, it was able to give a glance at potential areas 

where a connected service would have greatly improved the performance. 

 

Lastly, Tesla Motors was analyzed as a disruptive force currently in the automotive industry. 

Although Tesla cars are a very niche product, the operations of their business is very abstract to the 

automotive market and has been heavily questioned and challenged by other companies. This case 

also was a good explanation of how cannibalization can occur by disrupting a current supply chain.   
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4. Empirical Data  

This chapter presents the relevant data collected during the investigation process of this thesis. The 

empirical investigations along with academic observations are tailored towards each respective 

stakeholder. The following data will be further exploited in the next chapter and give a foundation to 

the final recommendations related to the question presented. 

 

The need for empirical data was important to establish a foundation for the recommendations and to 

best answer the research question. The quantitative and qualitative assessments were done in order to 

meet this need as well. Following the downstream flow of the supply chain, each major stakeholder 

was represented and will remain anonymous. 

 

4.1 OEMs  

Original Equipment Car Manufacturers are an essential part of the automotive logistics chain. They 

supply the product that this specific industry is based around, without the cars there is no need for 

the supply chain. Mainly, two different OEMs were interviewed to get a better understanding of the 

current situation in the car industry and their thoughts on the future path it will take. Additionally, 

many of the other stakeholder interviews touched upon OEMs‘ operations.  

 

Car Company A is a German car manufacturer focusing on mid-range luxury models. They have 

released their own version of connected vehicles and services. The interview conducted with this 

company concerned only the aspects of their connected cars and did not go into detail about their 

current logistic operations. 

  

Car Company B is in contrast to most OEMs. They specialize in high-end luxury sport electric cars. 

Their business model is entirely different from most in the industry because they sell directly to 

customers without a dealer involved. The reason this company was considered is due to the 

disruptive nature they present to the industry in selling to a niche market. 

 

The information gathered from the interviews was that all OEMs operate differently, however, 

usually following one of two different variations. Depending on the car manufacturer‘s target 

customers and market depend on how they produce the cars. Many mid-range automobiles will be 
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built to stock (BTS), meaning they mass produce a generic model of a car with only slight variants in 

features which have no specific client in mind. This means that when a potential customer goes to 

the dealer to purchase a car they will not have any waiting time to drive home with it. The other 

option is built to order (BTO) which allows the customer to customize the car features; however, 

they will have a longer waiting time until they receive the car. This is more common with more 

expensive luxury cars although most car manufacturers practice both types of production. The type 

of production can affect how the logistic chain reacts whether it being a more accurate forecasting 

for booking vessels or how long they are in limbo before being sold to a dealer as well as time spent 

in vehicle processing.  

 

Another difference between OEMs is how they charge for connected services. Some car 

manufacturers feel that connected capabilities and services should be included in the price of the car 

including updates to the features. Others view that in order to maintain these services as well as gain 

revenue, they charge the customer for using these services. Usually this is done in a subscription 

basis and will include updates and maintenance. Many OEMs with this model will usually give a 

grace period after the initial purchase of the vehicle to let the customer get a feel for the service 

without charge. 

 

The updates of the software are also taken in the same fashion. Some OEMs will provide an update 

online that the car owner will need to download and install into their vehicle on their own. Others 

will provide the update by an authorized dealer. The third option is an automatic update sent 

through a mobile network, much like how the car is connected already. 

 

Both car companies interviewed agreed that much of their movement forward is based on customer 

expectations. Car Company A stated that "customers today are used to having access to their usual 

information flows wherever, also on the go and in the vehicle." This is the driver pushing connected 

cars relevance in the market and how they proceed with planning the services and systems to 

incorporate.  

 

In the automotive industries ongoing status, they reserve little direct relationships with end 

consumers. Their historic line of thought was that they produce the product and there was no room 

to tackle marketing and selling of the product. Even logistic companies have little relations with 
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OEMs as their customer is the dealer. However, car customers are attracted to a brand and will 

retain loyalty if they feel they have been provided with a great product that coincides with great 

service. Currently, dealers retain the most direct relationship with the car buyers but this could be on 

the brink of changing. More OEMs are looking to gain better relationships with the customers and 

the connected vehicles are a catalyst to build one. Along with Car Company B‘s direct selling to 

customers, other OEMs have tested it out in specific markets for certain models but do not currently 

see this as expanding to cut out car dealers completely. However, for connected service updates they 

will provide these as direct sales available online to customers. It is apparent that connected services 

are at the heart of the shift in the automotive industry which is being led by a change in consumers‘ 

behaviors and preferences.  

 

 

4.2 Logistics 

One of the most critical stakeholders within any supply chain is the logistics providers. Automobiles 

are large and bulky and not as easy to ship as smaller products in a container. There are a number of 

logistics providers who deal exclusively with automotives and related cargo. In reference to this 

project, one such logistics and supply chain provider was interviewed to gauge their purpose in the 

chain and how a connected service could influence or impact their business.  

 

Logistics Provider X stated that the most important elements for them are ―cost, quality, time, and 

emission balance‖. Together these aspects form the most optimal supply chain, however, since they 

operate reactively and not proactively there are inefficiencies in the operations. What was noted as 

one of the more important elements that could be improved upon, was that of lead times. Lead times 

are the elapsed period between when an order is placed and when the product is received (Silver et 

al., 1998). Lead times have a great impact on customer satisfaction and cost savings. Lead times are 

also dependent on the different handover points. Within an automotive supply chain, the ownership, 

or responsibility of the car, will change hands many times before it reaches the end consumer.  With 

each handover point, inspections are a time consuming but necessary event. The inspections check 

that the inventory is correct and undamaged, or if damage is present, it is flagged so that the right 

party will be charged for repairs. This is one operation that would greatly benefit from a connected 

service. 
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There are other wide ranges of events that can delay lead times and affect the efficiency of the supply 

chain that could be improved upon or prevented by implementing a connected service. Although 

much planning occurs before a vessel is booked for shipment, inaccurate forecasting by OEMs can 

lead to losses on both sides as well as empty slots on the vessel which lead to less efficient operations 

and higher CO2 emissions.  

 

Logistics Provider X builds their brand upon customers‘ needs and wants. Even if they are not the 

sole provider of transportation from factory to dealer, they will help their customer by any means 

necessary. This includes booking other modes and companies for transit for the best price possible 

and handling any unforeseen events. If a vessel is late or there is not enough space, the logistics 

provider manages it on the customers‘ behalf. This is another area that could see improvement with 

the facilitation of connected services.  

 

The current situation for connectivity and communication for the vessels and vehicles that they own 

are different systems that do not interact. It was unclear for Logistics Provider A to say if a 

connected service that would encompass all their operations and allow real-time communication and 

data transfer would be beneficial in terms of transit. Other areas of their operations were more 

clearly mentioned for adding value such as the ability of the connected vehicles themself. There is a 

lot of downtime occurring before and after a moving event where the connectivity already present in 

the new vehicles could be leveraged for time and cost reduction. Some occurrences where not only 

time but resources could be improved is by being able to remotely start and turn off the cars as well 

as remotely locking and unlocking all the cars. It was also mentioned that since the vehicles will sit in 

a processing unit before the final delivery to the dealer in order to be customer ready, using the 

connected vehicles to preemptively perform vehicles diagnostics would add to time savings and 

therefore reduce costs. 

 

While there is a multitude of aspects that the connectivity of the cars could handle on their own for 

the logistics provider, there is evidence from the interview that a tailored connected service could aid 

in reducing costs, time, and emissions while also maintaining and improving the quality that 

customers expect. Since business is based on customer needs, Logistic Provider A agreed that 

customers‘ expectations are changing and so is their need for a certain experience. 
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4.3 NSC 

A National Sales Company (NSC) is an OEM‘s regional store and constitutes the link between the 

car manufacturer and the dealers, while its core business is to sell cars strictly to respective country‘s 

dealers, not to any private parties or companies. Initially, NSC‘s district managers place the orders to 

OEMs on dealers‘ behalf. When the cars arrive they transport them to each dealer‘s premises.  It is 

worth mentioning that each batch of cars arriving in the harbor is already sold to dealers and thus 

there is no need for NSCs to own any warehouses.  

  

In terms of a more in depth understanding of NSCs standpoint towards the new state of things, a 

representative from a well-established Swedish NSC was interviewed. NSC A stands under the 

umbrella of an American conglomerate and works in close collaboration with a German car 

manufacturer who produces sub-premium cars.   

  

According to the interview, the increased and ubiquitous connectivity pulls the different industries 

together. IT, automotive and media companies are being blended and becoming one, introducing a 

new digital world where mobile phones create the entrance portals. Hence, the automotive industry 

is definitely in a profound transformation with its focus being shifted away from the sterile car 

production towards mobile phones and the endless opportunities provided to consumers. It all 

comes down to creating and sustaining loyalty and establishing open communication channels with 

consumers before, during, and after purchasing a car. The big challenge for such a hardware-centric 

industry is how to step outside its comfort zone and inside consumers‘ life through becoming an IT 

company. 

  

For NSC A to serve its function in the supply chain successfully, an incremental aspect is building 

and preserving open cooperation and communication with Swedish car dealers. Many car dealers are 

affiliated with multiple car brands and will promote the car alliance that offers them the best deal. 

Therefore, NSC A secures their brand by offering constant support to dealers to ensure that their 

cars will not be overlooked. For instance, dealers do not have to pay for the car upfront and can 

cancel pre-booked orders as well as return a car that did not sell. In these cases, NSC A responds 

with support such as special offers, reduced interest, relocation to other dealers, and so forth. In 

short, the NSCs‘ business is identified by a constant battle with dealers and an unceasing movement 

of cars throughout the network. Related to this is how internet and connectivity solutions could lead 
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into important management efficiencies and cost reductions. Connected cars‘ exact position and 

status could be traced more accurately and all ongoing processes from the harbor to the dealers 

would be better organized and thus additional storage costs could be eliminated. 

  

In reference to selling cars online, it was stated that there is a high possibility of this occurring, but 

eliminating dealers completely is a much more ―gray‖ area.  Even though the industry is 

transforming, it will take many years for cars to be solely sold over the internet. The industry is 

dependent on three major proponents; the client, the dealer and the OEMs, where two main players 

hold only indirect connections with end clients. This positions dealers as having the role of the only 

relationship to the customers. 

  

The NSC A representative supports that even though the internet is against the dealer‘s nature, the 

whole industry in general has to realize that it can create new additional value propositions and 

further exploit the client relationship and loyalty. Connectivity in the car can offer OEMs an ongoing 

connection with them with which they can identify customer needs and thus provide them with the 

right services proactively. In conclusion, connected features and services are no longer an aspect of 

the business, but a key to the business which all stakeholders must take part in. 

 

 

4.4 Dealers 

Dealers are one of the most fundamental members in the automotive supply chain as they represent 

the product and facilitate its sale to the consumers. They hold the physical connection between 

OEMs and their clients, something that high-valued products must have.  Yet, due to the increased 

technological innovations and universal connectivity, there is concern that their required presence is 

needed.  

 

In order to acquire a full sense of the supply chain, a large car dealership operating in the Nordic 

region was questioned. In general the opinions varied, however all stakeholders agreed upon one 

certain variable; dealers are of vital importance for the industry. To eliminate them completely from 

the automotive industry is not foreseen as they provide solutions for many issues in the supply chain.  
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Dealer A, who services numerous car brands, supports that regardless of how the internet has 

changed consumers‘ behaviors, there are some habits that will need longer periods to change. One 

being the importance of associating an actual person when purchasing a car. Thus, OEMs will 

continue to require dealers and their services. However, dealers and manufacturers will need to 

strengthen their relations and stay integrated with the new technology (i.e. cloud-based services) and 

together join forces to create new business opportunities. However, this might not be compatible 

with OEMS‘ plans for the future. For instance, car company A mentioned that even though it 

currently sells its cars solely via NSCs and dealers, in the future plans to sell the updates for its 

connected-car services online directly to end customers. 

 

Both Dealer A and NSC A share mutual opinions on the importance of connectivity towards 

improving loyalty and maintaining relationships with their clients. Also identified was the importance 

of aftermarket services to their business and thus their main concern is how to add additional 

services to their inventory to incorporate connected technology.  

 

Concerning cost inefficiencies in their current processes, Dealer A pointed out that inaccuracies 

when planning their inventories are a recurring problem. Even when all data is used it is not enough 

to successfully gauge the proper amount of stock to invest in to meet customer demands. However, 

this is something that could be easily and effectively fixed with the exploitation of IoT, in-car 

connectivity, and big data. Dealers would be able to better forecast what cars with which features are 

most likely to be sold along with knowing where exactly they are in the delivery process and thus 

proceed in their sale while still being in transit. 

 

 

4.5 Third Parties  

Although third parties are only minor players in the automotive logistics chain, they should still be 

taken into account. One such third party rarely considered concerning the automotive industry is that 

of rental car companies. Rental car agencies retain a large amount of inventory concerning cars and 

also offer functions that fill a niche that OEMs and dealers can't provide. In addition, with the 

changing landscape of the car industry occurring, it is necessary that we take into account that third 

parties may become more prevalent in the years to come. With this in consideration, it was required 
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to acquire data from this market aspect to ensure that the questions could be answered to the full 

extent. 

 

Rental Company A is a global car rental organization with regional fragments operating on a local 

level. Aspects of this local company concern mainly the Swedish market in reference to operations 

and progress going forward. This particular regional company is actually owned by an OEM who 

they buy their inventory from. Due to this fact they only carry car models from their parent 

company. This however does not mean that they both agree on the best options for the customers. 

 

In terms of connected vehicles, the rental companies are still negotiating the features they want 

present in the vehicles they use for rentals. They want more targeted and personalized apps that 

correspond to the needs of customers when they are in rental cars which usually center around 

traveling away from home. They also foresee using the capabilities of the connected vehicle for M2M 

purposes to keep track of diagnostics of the car. 

 

Concerning the path towards mega cities and increased population, Rental Company A has already 

taken steps to combat trends towards overpopulation and the decline of the status of owning a car. 

They have already implemented car sharing programs and continue to test ways to improve urban 

vehicular congestion.  

 

 

4.6 End Consumers 

There is little doubt that all changes along the supply chain would be either directly or indirectly 

initiated by the end consumers and thus investigating their point of view was considered incremental. 

The questionnaire conducted was addressed to people living in internet affiliated countries both in 

Europe and America. In total, 201 respondents answered to the questions, covering four different 

age groups; 18-24, 25-35, 36-50 and 50+ (figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Questionnaire age range. 

 

Even though all respondents selected public transportation as their most favored transportation 

mode, personal vehicles remain vital as they hold the second spot in their preference list. In short, all 

age groups showed similar habits and opinions towards connected vehicles with almost half of them 

(54.7%) preferring a connected vehicle over a traditional one. The incremental percentage of 84.1% 

clearly stated that they would proceed to their purchase via a dealer and not internet and the main 

elements in their decision making include car‘s price and gas efficiency (figure 10). Maintenance costs 

and car brand are considered as well, while environmental friendliness and infotainment services are 

the least important for them. However, a clear difference among age groups is that car‘s brand gain 

greater weight in the decision making across the older end of the age span.  

 

 

 

Figure 10: Main aspects customers consider in the purchase of a vehicle.  
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When it comes to the services that participants would most likely purchase for their connected 

vehicles, variations between the different age groups were observed as shown in figure 11. 

Navigation and traffic services are steadily the most popular among them, while infotainment 

services are rather popular in the younger group and become less relevant as the age increases. In 

addition, all respondents showed strong concerns about the aftermarket maintenance costs of a 

connected vehicle while privacy infringements caused 64.2 % of them to worry. Additional fees for 

the provided services, user unfriendliness, and software and hardware long-term stability are just 

some of the most mentioned concerns. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Most preferable services for connected vehicles. 
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5.  Analysis  

This chapter answers the research question, drawing from theoretical aspects and qualitative and 

quantitative data analysis. Initially, the identified opportunities and challenges tailored to each 

stakeholder will be presented. The estimation if connected service solutions can be viable within the 

automotive downstream chain will follow. 

 

5.1 Impact  

5.1.1 OEMS & NSCs 

There is no doubt that the internet and therefore connectivity‘s footprint on numerous industries is 

incremental and has led into a radical disruption of their traditional structures and processes.  A 

typical example of this is the music industry where record labels moved from record producers to 

music managers and services providers. In regards to the automotive industry, internet and 

connectivity has also left their mark. Automotive OEMs have exploited this widely in their upstream 

supply chain processes, where extensive academic research has taken place explaining the related 

pros and cons. However, in order to sustain a competitive advantage in the years to come, 

automotive manufacturers will have to include these in their downstream processes as well (Litan et 

al., 2001). 

 

Stimulated by this and the fact that almost all cars will be connected by 2025 (GSMA, 2012), this 

chapter aims to present the main opportunities and challenges proposed by connectivity for the 

automotive OEMs. The most significant opportunities pointed out during the research process fall 

under four main categories: loyalty, forecasting, supply chain management and additional value 

opportunities. 

 

 

Opportunities 

 

Loyalty 

As mentioned in the interview with the NSC, connectivity for the car industry is straightforwardly 

related to loyalty. Up till now, OEMs have sustained a very traditional mindset with their main 

responsibility being the manufacturing of vehicles. For all the services beyond that, they have 
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intermediaries like logistics providers and dealers. OEMs have no direct relation with the demand 

side and lose any connection with their product after the latter is sold.  As we enter a new 

―connected‖ era, this could rapidly change revealing the opportunity of a new aftermarket  relation 

with the customer. 

 

Connected vehicles could constitute a great tool for excellent lead management. OEMs themselves 

would have a direct channel to communicate and even interact with their clientele, not just through 

the dealers. Tapping into consumers‘ minds, identifying their needs and offering the right incentives, 

are some examples towards building up loyalty. By maintaining an aftermarket connection through 

the car, OEMs would be able to follow its performance and personally update the driver for any 

faulty parts or recalls. The car will become more personal, an important and active element of 

consumers‘ life instead of a sole mode of transportation, and thus a valuable source of vital 

information. This information, if exploited properly, could lead into significant competitive 

advantages for OEMs, allowing them to foresee opportunities and threats and increase their overall 

efficiency. 

  

Forecasting and SCM 

OEMs base their processes on estimations, which in some cases can be inaccurate causing increased 

costs and delays. However, by properly analyzing real time data, OEMs will be able to more 

accurately forecast various information, including which and how many cars will be sold in each 

market. Hence, their entire business would be better managed; tailoring their production processes 

proactively and providing end consumers with a vehicle in a shorter amount of time.   

 

Moreover, beyond the ability to track vehicles status at any given time, OEMs can also have open 

communication with the remaining stakeholders within the chain. These elements will take the 

downstream supply chain management into a whole new level of cooperation and efficiency. The car 

production processes would be better coordinated with the downstream supply chain and the overall 

customer demand (figure 12). When forecasting the accurate demand of cars, OEMs will plan both 

their BTO and BTS production processes more accurately, minimizing the costs related to the 

storage of cars that do not have a buyer. As a result, OEMs will be able to give logistics providers 

more accurate time plans and book the right space on their vessels avoiding any additional fees due 

to delays. By being able to follow the car through all the hand over points, related conflicts and 
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misunderstandings among stakeholders will be avoided. Also, OEMs could have their cars adjusted 

to respective market requirements while in transit and exploit the saved time into faster deliveries. 

The NSCs, who already consider ICT a great facilitator of their business, will further enhance their 

operations and minimize the need of warehousing. They could constantly monitor the cars and 

demands at each dealer's premises and therefore move them accordingly, achieving the best possible 

outcome for OEMs and dealers.  

 

 

Figure 12: Better coordination between Production - Chain – Demand. 

 

 

To conclude with, due to connectivity the entire supply chain with OEMs as its core, will benefit 

from a new level of cooperation and efficiency. The previous vertical structure will shift into an 

horizontal one. All stakeholders can communicate with each other access each other‘s data and join 

forces when necessary.   

 

Additional value propositions 

Today, within the current intermediated and connected context, OEMs are no longer just car 

companies but rather IT companies (Hertz CFO, 2012) and the vehicles are not the business but 

rather the key to the business. Adebanjo presented that ―although, it is not certain that investing in 

downstream internet based systems will offer comparable cost savings to the upstream supply chain, 

there is a considerable value proposition in such investments (2008).‖ Cars will be able to interact 

between them as well as with the entire society in general. This means that OEMs can now meet new 

additional sources of revenue, generated not only by the previous net car sales but also by 

aftermarket service sales.  In terms of the latter, the value chain will be restructured and ―opened‖ 

Supply 
Chain  

Demand 
Car 

Production 
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up, with OEMs broadening their offerings and joining forces with third parties. Such third parties 

could be either governmental agencies or privately owned companies active in numerous fields such 

as media, security, IT, telecom and so forth. 

 

Connected vehicles, apart from offering manufacturers a direct communication channel with 

consumers, can also be leveraged into a direct aftermarket sales channel. There are already examples 

of big OEMs (Car Company A) who plan to overcome dealers and sell services and updates straight 

to consumers. Manufacturers, according to the research, seem to understand the magnitude of 

opportunities related to connected vehicles and appear to be quite open to third party collaborations. 

However, there is still great confusion about how far away from its core business an original 

manufacturer can go and what is the best solution towards those data‘s exploitation. 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES for 

OEMs 

  

Building Loyalty 

Direct communication with end consumers 

Higher engagement with them 

Vital part of consumers daily routines (similar to mobile phones) 

Forecasting From reactive to proactive 

Increase efficiency within 

the supply chain - SCM 

 

Better collaboration with other players, better forecasting, higher 

efficiency, less cost in terms of warehouses, faster deliveries 

  

Additional value 

opportunities 

Aftermarket service selling 

Joined forces with third parties 

Business directly with end consumers 
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Challenges  

 

Cannibalization of current supply chain 

The success of implementing and exploiting ICT and connectivity is dependent on OEMs ability to 

develop a true partnership with the remaining players in the downstream supply chain. Currently, 

OEMs and especially dealers are discontent in sharing radical information (Adebanjo, 2008). 

However, if big data and IoT are to give a sustainable competitive advantage, all players have to be 

open and share information with each other. Otherwise there would be an increased possibility for 

inner chain cannibalization to occur. 

 

Even though all of the interviews seemed to support the need of openness and trust, it is projected 

to be a rather complex element. Dealers always show strong distrust towards OEMs and believe that 

the latter will try to overcome them and enter their business area. Therefore, it is up to OEMs to 

apply the right reorganization and exploit connectivity into further bonding the chain and not 

dissolving it. OEMs do need the established stakeholders for a competitive operational efficiency and 

customer service. 

 

Overexploitation of connectivity 

As NSC A stated, there is a very fine line between exploiting connectivity and overexploiting it. 

Hence, OEMs have to very wisely consider their future business models, including the number and 

quality of third parties to be encompassed. In no case should they use connected vehicles as a 

medium to oversell to the end consumers, but rather as a medium to facilitate their lives. The same 

goes for dealers as well. Otherwise, they risk facing negative side effects such as overwhelming 

consumers instead of engaging them, resulting in the exact opposite of brand loyalty. 

 

Marketing concerns 

Internet and connectivity are strong game changers and thus certain activates in the chain have to be 

adapted relatively. It is very important that OEMs educate their dealers in terms of new selling 

processes and even give them access to their data. Consumers today do their research online and 

they visit a dealership only to purchase the vehicle. Thus, the role of dealers in the car selling is 

changing. If they apply their traditional selling practices, they will end up pushing consumers back in 

their purchasing process. If OEMs were to share data from their online assembly platforms with 
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dealers, the dealers could continue the process with the customer instead of starting from scratch. 

Therefore, the entire selling process would be faster as well as the customer experience and 

engagement improved. 

 

In addition, even though connected vehicles will become ubiquitous by 2020, OEMs still have to 

better communicate their product with consumers. Both the academic research and the questionnaire 

indicate that consumers are quite confused in regards to smart cars with cost, privacy, security and 

technology concerns. What happens with their data, who will be the owner, who will have access to 

them etc., are just some questions that need concrete answers by OEMs. Also, how trustworthy will 

the new hardware be and how expensive would software‘s aftermarket maintenance be, are some 

other worries. 

 

 

CHALLENGES for OEMs   

Overexploitation of 

connectivity 

Frustrated customers 

Decreased brand loyalty  

Cannibalization of supply 

chain 

Stakeholders‘ close collaboration 

Marketing concerns 

Educate dealers 

Different markets – different habits 

Establish trust with customers 

Privacy-Cost-Security-Technology 

 

 

5.1.2 Logistics 

Logistics is a complex and competitive field. It is also very necessary to sustain globalization as well 

as the increasing population. It is vital that logistic supply chains operate at their most efficient 

capacity. The next step in progressing the operations of the supply chain for automobiles is 

incorporating the new advancing technologies into tried and true logistics practices to create the 

most optimal process from the factory to the end consumer.  
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ICT has already made an impact for logistics with the introduction of RFID and Electronic Product 

Codes (EPC) into the supply chain. The benefits resounding from this have allowed more accurate 

tracking of products and paved the way for building on these smart objects with better and faster 

ways (Forcolin, 2011).  

 

 

Opportunities 

 

Base on related academic and empirical research, it was possible to target key benefits that logistics 

providers operating within the realm of automotive transport could employ to increase optimization 

of their organization. The main categories focus around those mentioned by Logistics Provider A to 

compose the most optimal supply chain being: cost, quality, time, and emissions. 

 

Time 

By taking advantage of the connected vehicle itself, there are many practical functions that logistic 

providers could use to reduce time and cost expenditures. Many events occur during the process of 

transporting automobiles to the end destination that must be done manually during certain 

occasions. An example provided from the interview with the logistics company, before the cars can 

be loaded onto the vessels, they must be inspected and scanned to track exactly what inventory will 

be loaded. By using the connectivity function of the car they can shorten or even eliminate the 

amount of time the cars wait in the terminals to be loaded. By using other connected devices and 

communication systems within the terminal or on the vessel, the identification for each vehicle being 

transported could be tracked and maintained remotely without the needs of an employee to scan 

each vehicle initially. This function would therefore reduce the time required for the vehicles to sit in 

the terminals as they could then use the vessel as the storage facility. This has greater impact 

especially for logistics companies that must rent out terminal use within the harbors.  

 

Emissions 

While shortened grace periods in the terminals will save on cost and time, more benefits from the 

practical use of the car‘s connectivity can be drawn out. The vehicles are driven onto the vessels in 

batches which means they all remain on wasting fuel while the cars are scanned again before entering 
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the vessel. This not only wastes precious time and fuel but also adds up to hazardous engine 

emissions. 

 

There are other minimal benefits that having access to the vehicle‘s connectivity could add to the 

services from logistics providers. During transit period the vehicles sit long amounts of time and 

should periodically be turned on to keep the motor in good form. With the same technology and 

applications that the end consumer are provided with to remotely turn on their car, among other 

tasks, logistics providers could ensure quality and reduce time by having this service made available 

to them. Another function in relation to this is the ability of the logistics provider to be able to lock 

and unlock the vehicles to increase storage safety as currently the cars remain unlocked. 

 

Cost 

Pushing past the connectivity provided with the vehicles, logistics providers could improve their 

operations by involving connected services. Currently, tracking is done on a historic basis meaning 

the products‘ whereabouts are relayed after an event occurs. Since the current process requires an 

employee to scan and inspect the car at each handover point, the data is only communicated during 

those points. With both satellite and GSM networks cooperating with vessels, trucks, trains, and 

other transports, both the logistics providers and the client can have accurate real-time data on the 

vehicle and its progress through the supply chain. The only part of the chain where tracking and 

visibility is not needed is when they reach vehicle processing units as each car requires different 

alterations etc. Accurate tracking along with the time saving functions mentioned above can help 

improve lead times and thereby reduce costs of operations. 

 

Quality 

With more accurate tracking the logistics providers will be able to react proactively to problems. By 

opening up certain data with clients or other parties involved in the transport, better management of 

deliveries could be foreseen from having a connected advantage. Any delays in the schedule can be 

instantly noted and steps can be taken to prevent further issues. One such set back is the trucks 

being delayed en route to the dealers. If truck drivers are unaware that they are behind they cannot 

communicate with the dealers that a delivery will be delayed. Currently when this happens trucks full 

of stock arrive to a closed dealership wasting time and money as well as the delivery being postponed 

and everyone is inconvenienced. Providing both truck drivers, the logistic overseer, as well as the 
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dealership access to a connected service, one of the parties would be able to spot the delay and 

reschedule the delivery or communicate to the dealer to have an employee waiting to receive after 

closing.  

 

Connected capabilities have far exceeded the breadth of former ICT in logistics. The ability to track 

in accurate real time and not historically is already upon us. The question is if logistics providers will 

fully recognize the benefits from including such practices and services into their organizational 

structure and if connected service providers can propose the right offer to them. Much like IoT, the 

logistics chain is an ecosystem dependent on the surrounding organisms. If one fails, the rest will 

follow.  

 

OPPORTUNITIES for 

LOGISTICS 

  

Time  Shorten processing and delivery time 

Emissions  Prevent vehicles from idling too long 

Cost 
 Complete visibility and real time tracking shortens lead 

times 

Quality Proactively manage problems 

 

 

 

Challenges 

 

The biggest challenge that has presented a recurring theme through this research project, has been 

the inability of stakeholders to break down their barriers and collaborate on an efficient level. Many 

organizations are distrustful of each other and will only provide open data or shared information is if 

value is returned to them. Big Data and IoT can provide improved operations but might rely on 

agencies having unequal returns in value.  

 

Supply chains have always consisted of a network of independent entities operating interdependently 

of others. The logistics providers are the middle man connecting the two ends of the chain together 

(Christopher, 2005). It is essential for them to intake newer and better technology to stay at the 
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forefront to maintain the happiness of the supply chain. The challenges facing connectivity in 

relation to logistics providers are: forecasting inaccuracy dependent on OEMs, fragmented supply 

chains, and the communication between functions. 

 

Forecasting inaccuracy dependent on OEMs 

One of the current challenges for the logistics providers when transporting cars is dependent upon 

the accuracy of OEMs and their required shipment. While OEMs plan the production of vehicles 

about a year in advance, problems can arise that would leave the logistics provider with too many or 

too little compared to the order they were meant to ship. This will cause both parties a loss in some 

respect. The logistics providers will have either too much or not enough room for transporting and if 

the OEMs continuously forecast their orders inaccurately they will receive higher prices for shipping.   

 

While addressing this problem may not wholly concern a connected solution, aspects of open 

information and data would aid in improving this situation. Better communications channels 

between the OEMs and Logistics and added connected solutions would allow for the logistics 

providers to be better warned if an order has changed in number and be better prepared for it. The 

logistics provider interviewed for this paper stated that they have 36 hours to pick up once an OEM 

places an order. This means if there are more vehicles than originally forecasted, the logistics 

provider will either not be able to transport all products or spend extra time and money to satisfy the 

customer.  

 

Fragmented Supply Chain 

Another issue facing the logistics industry and adopting connected services to increase efficiencies is 

that most OEMs use a fragmented supply chain, using different logistics providers to carry out 

deliveries and transport. Depending on the market the finished vehicles are heading for depends on 

the amount of different transport that must be undertaken. Much like the logistic provider 

interviewed, they realize this and will help out OEMs in acquiring other transport companies if they 

can source a better price.  

 

While this is a practical issue of a fragmented logistic chain, implementing any connected service 

would pose other issues. A connected service platform would need to be able to perform tasks 

during the complete supply chain and if an OEM uses multiple logistics providers, connected 
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services might cut out, affecting the quality of the service and expectations of the customers. If a 

connected service platform was presented to the logistics providers it would need to be an open 

platform that could interact with other connected service platforms if necessary so that no service is 

dropped.  

 

Communication between functions  

One of the more interesting pieces of information to come out of the logistics provider interview, 

who handles transport from factory to dealer as well as offers supply chain management services, 

was that none of their systems communicate between each other. They feel that each segment is 

different and separate enough to not need the ability to transfer data between them. For instance, the 

database handling truck deliveries does not transfer to the database handling maritime shipments. 

Although their operations perform efficiently without a connection between systems, they are all 

involved in the transport of products and would benefit from connecting these services. 

 

The biggest hurdle in bringing connected services to logistics providers is their belief that adding 

connectivity to their inventory is unnecessary. Without additional infrastructure to support the 

abilities of a connected car that the logistic providers feel they could benefit from, they will have a 

harder time adding the efficiencies to their operations. Ultimately, the logistics providers aiming for a 

balance of cost, time, quality, and emissions balance which IoT and connected service solutions have 

already shown they can improve.  

 

 

CHALLENGES for 

LOGISTICS 

  

Forecasting 

inaccuracy 

 Inaccurate product forecasting hurts both OEMs & 

Logistics 

Fragmented Supply 

Chain 

OEMs use different logistic providers to complete 

supply chain 

Communication 

between functions 

Communication between separate functions do not 

exist (ex. truck database ≢ vessel database) 
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5.1.3 Dealers 

While the OEMs and logistic providers support most of the automotive logistics chain, the dealers 

are the face of the product and are an essential part of the automotive industry. Although some may 

argue that dealers are seen as distrustful entities from the customer‘s perspective, taking advantage of 

consumers naivete concerning vehicles and their prices, in fact dealers absorb many costs for the 

consumers benefit. They also offer a secure service and maintenance provider as they are more 

skilled in labor work and will guarantee their work where outside auto mechanics will not.  

 

 

Opportunities 

 

Even with the threat of new car producers creating a new market niche and going around dealers to 

sell vehicles to customers, dealers have impacted the automotive industry so heavily that the majority 

of stakeholders do not see their disappearance from the market any time soon. With end consumers 

becoming more knowledgeable about cars, dealers need to implement new strategies to retain the 

upper hand and open new revenue sources. Three main functions have been identified as benefiting 

from connectivity and related services: sales, services, and maintenance.  

 

Sales 

With consumers‘ behaviors changing, their car purchasing habits have as well. Previously consumers 

would visit four or more different car dealers before settling on a purchase. Now, consumers visit 

approximately one and a half dealer and will have already decided what car to purchase when they go 

in. According to the NSC, dealers are programmed to take customers through a selling routine 

rooted in a time before the internet. Bringing a full range of connectivity into the selling process and 

the dealership can bring dealers up to speed with the expectations of the customers. Dealers should 

create an experience that connects customers with the mobile world they have come to depend on. 

Incorporating an interactive website with connectivity functions at the dealership can create a more 

customized experience for the consumers and start to build the relationship that will hopefully lead 

to loyalty that is so important for OEMs to establish. If customers are certain of which car they will 

buy before visiting the dealer, let them create their car online prior to arriving at the dealer so that a 

salesperson can let the customer choose the pace of the selling. Currently, NSC A mentioned that 
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sales teams have been pushing potential customers away by approaching them at a different stage of 

the selling process.  

 

If dealers implement a completely connected organization and selling process, there may be 

untapped potential to improve the forecasting of selling patterns in a particular market. Connected 

vehicles and services open up a myriad of options to consumers and dealers and by establishing a 

connected relationship with customers, being more than just their car salesman, they can track 

customers reactions and proactively meet their needs. 

 

As mentioned previously with both OEMs and logistics, connected solutions will provide dealers 

with the ability to have more control over orders and deliveries. With a completely transparent and 

real time logistics system that provides more accurate detail of what products are being shipped, such 

as the exact make and model of a car due to its connectivity, dealers who have not previously bought 

their stock through a NSC can pre buy vehicles headed towards their market and possibly already sell 

them while still in transit. Since NSC‘s do not own warehouses and space on a car lot might be 

limited, this is a solution that benefits all stakeholders. 

 

Services 

As with the printer industry, the actual profit is not in the selling of the product but in the services 

and add-ons after the product is sold. Dealers are not making much profit if any in selling the cars, it 

is in the aftermarket services and maintenance where they bring in the big bucks. With the new 

connected vehicles rolling out, a larger window of opportunities for dealers to cash in has opened.  

 

In collaboration with OEMs and third parties app providers, dealers could provide customized 

services tailored to a consumer‘s choices within their connected vehicle. These services may not be 

physical or take place within the dealers‘ premises but could be offered as an online distribution 

much like Car Company B selling service updates through their website. Services could range from 

updating or fine tuning their connection system, upgrades to subscription services, free trials of 

certain apps available, any number of options is available. If a connected vehicle is becoming like a 

new smartphone, customers want options as well as a one-stop shop to cover all the needs of their 

vehicle.  
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Dealers could also expand services to target younger customers who are not interested in owning a 

car. Since loyalty is an important factor concerning car brands, if dealers can establish a relationship 

early with younger clients who may be only interested in lower end leasing or car sharing programs, 

they will be more inclined to stay with the same brand if trust and security has been built.  

 

 

Maintenance 

Since maintenance and services provide dealers with the main revenue source, connected vehicles 

can ease the process. Due to the ability of the vehicle to self-diagnose, service appointments can be 

made automatically without the driver needing to be inconvenienced. This feature could also alert the 

dealer or service provider when a certain auto part is the cause of a malfunction and can pre-order 

the part to avoid delays and improve customer satisfaction. As mentioned previously supporting 

OEMs, the diagnostic function can also more personally handle recalls as customers tend to ignore 

them currently because they resemble junk mail. While not only benefiting the customers, this saves 

time and costs for the dealer as well.  

 

With only minor tracking of a customer‘s vehicle, the dealers can enhance the relationship they have 

after selling a car. Being aware of a car‘s mileage can alert the dealer that a car needs a tune up, 

something many customers will ignore or put off because it is an inconvenience. By making it less of 

a struggle to have their car repaired, consumers will look at car dealers in a better light. 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES for 

DEALERS 

  

Sales 
 Create lasting relationships with customers through connected 

services 

Services  Add revenue sources from connected aftermarket services 

Maintenance 

 Build customer relations through hassle-free maintenance 

 Pre-diagnose and schedule maintenance; order new parts 

proactively 
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Challenges 

 

Although dealers have been deemed an important and sustaining player, it is not without mention 

that they do have reorganization ahead of them to garner consumers and other stakeholders trust. 

The main aspects seen as the challenges dealers will be facing can be categorized into are 

collaboration, aftermarket, and education.  

 

Collaboration 

As mentioned previously for other stakeholders, it is essential that dealers improve their relationships 

with the remaining stakeholders in the automotive chain. To improve this industry means that they 

need to play as a team which also means letting their guards down and sharing critical data. To best 

optimize the supply chain and the operations of the dealers through connectivity, all players need to 

open their information streams in order to bring the suggestions presented to fruition. Third parties 

will also need to collaborate with dealers to aid in providing the aftermarket services to customers. 

The challenge here is that competitors don‘t like to help each other out, but ultimately the value 

gained is worth it. 

 

Aftermarket 

It is apparent that aftermarket services are the bread and butter of a dealer's business, however, if 

OEMs start to provide services directly to consumers dealers will lose possible revenue which might 

cause a rift in their partnership. OEMs and dealers will need to communicate which services are best 

offered from the dealers or directly from the manufacturers.  

 

Education 

As deduced in the opportunities section, car salesmen have an old fashion standard of selling cars 

which is hard to break. Although the essence of a connected car is much the same, consumers have 

not completely grasped in understanding of them as will be mentioned in the end consumer segment. 

Car dealers need to reeducate salesman on how to properly approach customers as to not push them 

away with old selling tactics. For many this may be a hard task to break old habit, however, it will be 

necessary to encourage the sales of connected vehicles and their services. 
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CHALLENGES for 

DEALERS 

  

Collaboration Parties want to keep information from 3rd parties/competitors 

Aftermarket 
OEMs are looking into the aftermarket niche; collaboration or 

competition? 

Education 
Sales associates are stuck in old selling happens; not conducive to 

selling vehicles with new technology not understood by consumers 

 

 

5.1.4 Third Parties 

There are numerous third parties that participate in the automotive industry, however, in terms of 

logistics only rental car companies were investigated. The main benefit rental companies can gain 

from implementing connectivity is increasing their services from just renting to other operations. As 

previously noted, Rental Car Company A has already initiated other channels of services besides that 

of strictly rental cars. 

 

Mentioned for both end consumers and dealers, younger consumers do not want cars as a status 

symbol but still want the choice of freedom. One rental company has already initiated a way for this 

target group to have use of a car for free. The only stipulation is that it is a one-way, fixed 

destination. Administering a connected system to services such as this and related ones could mean 

better coordination and improved customer experience.  

 

Also applying connected vehicles capabilities to the rental model would allow rental car companies to 

more accurately charge usage from customers as well as better insure their inventory. There is also an 

opportunity for rental companies owned by OEMs to better collaborate and tailor some connected 

vehicles towards the rental and car sharing markets.  
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5.1.5 End Consumers 

OEMs might be the core of the automotive supply chain, but end consumers are the reason the 

chain existence. OEMs and the rest of the stakeholders develop and sustain only the products and 

services that are popular among consumers. Therefore, end consumers, even though they are not a 

direct stakeholder, have a strong leverage on the chain and thus their opinions and habits have to be 

taken into consideration. The previous chapters have all touched upon consumers and the related 

opportunities and challenges and thus there will be a rather short and conclusive analysis. 

 

The younger generations might not have the purchase of a vehicle in their plans, but as internet 

natives, they constitute a fertile ground for the future sales of connected cars. They will embrace in-

car connectivity and related services dynamically, as being connected within a ―networked society‖ is 

a part of their culture. In regards to megacities, connected vehicles and ICT will facilitate new forms 

of owning a vehicle like carpooling and car sharing as well as make life with the car easier for the 

driver. Examples could include updates about parking lots, blocked roads, car maintenance, so on 

and so forth. However, they still seem to be quite confused with all the applications of a connected 

vehicle and their most common concerns include costs, privacy, and security. 

 

In short, connectivity can have a positive impact on end consumers by meeting numerous needs. It 

can support a wide range of services stretching from simple requests like tracking their ordered cars 

while in transit, to assist their daily routines as a personal assistant. The car will transform from a 

one-sided unit to a multifaceted communicational tool, interacting with numerous societal entities 

like hospitals, institutions etc. and therefore it will enhance consumers‘ lives in total.  The 

applications seem to be countless but still this will take some time for automotive connectivity‘s full 

capabilities to be explored. 

 

 

In conclusion, it is certain that there are numerous opportunities as well as challenges for each and 

every current player along the automotive downstream chain. However, there is strong evidence that 

in a long term and in a larger scale, the benefits facilitated for the industry due to connected service 

solutions are going to be plentiful. An inclusive visualization of the possible opportunities driven by 

connectivity, in comparison to the current chain practices, is presented bellow (figure 13, figure 14). 
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Figure 13: Traditional automotive supply chain processes. 
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Figure 14: ―Connected‖ automotive supply chain processes.
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5.2 Viability  

From the analysis presented in the previous chapter, it is assured that the automotive downstream 

chain is not a white or black area but a rather gray one. No norms or concrete patterns related to the 

transportation of cars stand out. Depending on the addressed market, different OEMs proceed into 

different agreements with the rest of the stakeholders about the form of transportation, cars‘ 

responsibility, and division of transportation fee. For instance, in one case the OEM is responsible 

for the transportation fee from the factory until the harbor and dealer covers the remainder including 

the shipping fee, while in other cases the OEM can cover the entire transportation fee and so on.   

 

Hence, due to all these variables, no concrete numbers related to connected solutions‘ cost 

reductions and value opportunities can be estimated. However, leveraging upon the undeniable 

disruptive force of IT, the radically shifting consumers‘ needs and habits, and the increased 

operational efficiencies for all stakeholders as shown in figure 14, this paper supports that yes, 

connected service solutions will be viable. However, for long-term sustainability it is vital that all 

stakeholders accept connected initiatives and try collectively to overcome the aforementioned 

challenges. Otherwise, the costs for the updated IT infrastructure will now be alleviated and the 

potential opportunities will not be met. 

 

Towards that direction, it is suggested that open communication based on trust and bidirectional 

information flows among stakeholders is essential. According to networked economies, the chain has 

to restructure its current inflexible vertical form into a global and networked one (Lindgren et al, 

2010). All related business models have to be reconsidered or open to third parties.  In terms of the 

latter, OEMs as typical hardware manufacturers, do not have either the necessary knowledge or 

experience in handling the huge information flows that would be generated by the connected 

solutions. Hence, the chain should collaborate with a third party facilitator with a deeper knowledge 

on IT and big data exploitation. An extensive analysis on the value opportunities and related business 

models for a ubiquitous connectivity along the downstream automotive chain has been presented by 

DeAndres in her thesis report (2014). 
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6. Discussion  

This chapter is present to summarize the findings that transpired during the study. The conclusion is 

based on answers from the research questions. In addition, implications as well as suggestions for 

further research will be presented. 

 

 

6.1 Summary of Findings 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the ways IoT enabled service solutions will impact the 

automotive downstream supply chain. The assessment of this information constitutes the ground for 

the deciding whether connectivity can be viable or not. After various discussions with stakeholders in 

the automotive downstream supply chain, it is evident that connectivity is gaining presence and could 

be considered a force to be reckoned with. However, if leveraged properly it could be a monumental 

asset to any of the players involved. 

  

 

Question 1: Identifying opportunities and challenges driven by connected services for each stakeholder. 

 

The answer to this research question was mainly built around the collected empirical data while it 

was further grounded in theories about technological disruptiveness (Childerhouse, 2003; 

Christensen, 1997), services transition (Salonen, 2011), supply ecosystems (Williamson et al., 2004; 

Adebanjo, 2008; Ho et al.; 2004) and networked economies (Lindgren et al, 2010). 

 

The research results presented clear evidence that all stakeholders are to be influenced by connected 

solutions; both positively and negatively.  To start with, OEMs and NSCs will be able to manage the 

entire supply chain more efficiently. New open and direct channels with their peers and customers 

will be facilitated, leading to better forecasting capabilities and thus to additional value opportunities. 

On the other hand, concerns about overexploiting connectivity and cannibalizing the chain instead 

of enhancing it, are quite prevalent. Logistics providers will exploit connectivity into more practical 

inner-business activities, meeting benefits related to lead times, emissions, costs and quality. 

However, fragmenting the supply chain remains again a strong worry, accompanied by the potential 

miscommunications between functions due to incompatible IT infrastructure. 
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Even though a wide conversation about the fragile role of dealers is going on, all interviewees agreed 

upon one thing; dealers are essential to the industry and will remain relevant. Yet, they do have to 

tweak their businesses towards connected services. Respective opportunities will include improved 

sales tactics, additional revenue sources and better aftermarket relation with the customers and the 

cars. But still, moving away from traditional mentalities is necessary, along with open discussions 

with OEMs who have aspirations for an aftermarket direct selling, like car updates and so forth. 

 

Moreover, connectivity as most disruptive technologies lowers the barriers of entrance and creates 

room in the chain for numerous third party companies. Apart from the sterile car-related companies 

like car rentals, business active in fields such as the media, IT, security, etc. can now claim a spot in 

the automotive industry. Last but not least, end consumers who are a rather indirect member of the 

chain, seem to embrace in-car connectivity solutions, where 54.7 % of the people asked prefer a 

connected vehicle over a traditional one. However, great privacy, cost and security related concerns 

must not be overlooked by OEMs, if the latter want connected vehicles to become a popular 

solution among the general public. 

 

 
Opportunities Challenges 

 

OEMs / NSCs 

Building Loyalty Connectivity Overexploitation  

Forecasting Cannibalization of Supply Chain 

Efficient Supply Chain Marketing Concerns 

Additional Value Opportunities  

Logistics 

Time Forecasting Inaccuracy 

Emissions Fragmented Supply chain 

Cost Miscommunication between functions  

Quality  

Dealers 

Sales Collaboration 

Services Aftermarket 
Maintenance Education 

3rd Parties 
Low entry barriers  

Additional Value Opportunities  

End Consumers 
New forms of owning a vehicle Privacy, security, cost concerns 

Internet-connected natives  
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Question 2: Identifying long-term viability of connected service solutions in the downstream automotive supply chain 

 

Due to the absence of concrete patterns and the presence of numerous variables in the downstream 

automotive chain, it is difficult to gauge a precise amount of cost efficiencies related to connected 

solutions for the stakeholders. Therefore, the estimation of whether connected solutions are going to 

be viable or not, is based on the empirical data collected from the interviews and the academic 

research. 

  

By estimating the value gap between the aforementioned opportunities and challenges, this paper 

supports that there is definitely strong potential for connected solutions. Thus their viability is 

expected. However, certain strong barriers might extend the time needed for this transitional process 

to complete. Increased costs associated to IT infrastructure, incompatible business models, trustless 

relations, traditional mentalities, are only few of such barriers that have to be overcome. Yet, the 

automotive industry, following the paradigm of more than many industries, will not be able to resist 

the disruptive character of information technology and the rapidly shifting consumer expectations. 

 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

The automotive industry has been a very important and lucrative business that has sustained through 

many decades and economic fluctuation. Information technologies -IT- have also come a long way 

and have already had a presence in automobiles. The result of this study contributes to notions that 

connected solutions‘ appearance is not a fad and will increase its presence in many faculties in the 

years to come. In terms of both viability and scalability, many hurdles are ahead before a universal 

implementation of connected service solutions in the automotive chain. 

  

As discussed throughout the body of this paper, there is a visible need for more valuable connected 

services to be leveraged in the automotive supply chain as well as reverberation throughout the 

automotive industry. As far as viability goes there are many challenges still to be sorted out before an 

attempt is made to implement such connected services. Distrust among stakeholders, chain‘s 

fragmented nature, denial towards data sharing, incompatible IT systems and set-up costs, are just 
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some of the extensive impediments to be addressed. While all stakeholders state their openness to 

collaboration, the concrete truth of the matter is they still have fears of sharing information with 

other parties as they feel it makes them more susceptible to competition advancing from their 

operations. 

 

However, the only way for stakeholders and the industry in general to reach the impending value 

propositions as well as competencies against competitors driven by connectivity, will be via a 

horizontal integration and the creation of a supply network. Therefore, this paper points out the 

essential need for introducing new innovative and networked business models. Those will be the 

catalyst into integrating connected solutions in the chain‘s processes as well as better exploiting the 

produced big data.  

  

To conclude, it is definite that the automotive industry and its supply chain are in radical transition. 

Stakeholders can leverage connectivity towards enhanced supply chain management and 

communication, shorter lead times, and proactive management of potential complications. However, 

even though the potential opportunities include significant cost reductions and operational 

efficiencies, changes towards their global establishment will take substantial time to occur. 

Traditional and big industries such as the automotive one operate in tandem with multiple 

neighboring industries and usually struggle when stepping outside their beaten track. 

 

 

6.3 Future Research 

The automotive industry has deep roots with significant research on many aspects; however, the 

complete picture of how connected vehicles and connected services could impact the downstream 

market has been an untapped resource. The stakeholders involved are clearly interested in this 

segment of connected advantages and are therefore pursuing more research in this area. This report 

has covered a very broad and thin aspect of the downstream automotive supply chain which leaves 

plenty of room for additional insights to be made and more in depth research to be explored. The 

paper only conveys the challenges of those stakeholders who participated and therefore a greater 

look at varied companies should also be considered. 
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A significant area of interest for future research is that of network-based business models. In terms 

of networked economies and IoT, the automotive industry and its players have to restructure their 

current established business models and apply more horizontal strategies. At the moment, the sterile 

hardware-centric mentality limits the possible value opportunities related to big data and the vastly 

growing networked societies. More collaborations with governmental authorities and third parties 

like media, security and car rental companies, have to be considered and investigated respectively.  In 

short, the downstream automotive chain is going to change radically and research in adjacent 

industries is considered essential in sustaining competitive advantage and substantial market space. 
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Appendix 1 - End Customer Questionnaire 
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